
Summer Spa Offers
  

Surf, Sun and Sand                                                                                                                                                              

50 Minute Surf and Sand or Better in the Buff                                                                                                                                    

50 Minute Vitamin Sea Facial                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    

Pink Sand Pedicure                                                                                                                                                                 
3 Hours $424 

Tropic like It’s Hot Sizzling Summer Trio                                                                                                                                

50 Minute Margarita on the Rocks Massage 

Refresher Facial                                                                   

Dilo Foot Recovery Pedicure                                                            
2 Hours $314 

Summer Spa Sampler                                                                                                                                                               

Focus Massage                                                                                                                                                         

Refresher Facial                                                                                                                                                

Sunshine Pedicure or Nails & Ales Pedicure                                                                                                                                          
90 Minutes $253 

Bubbles and Blowout                                                                                                                                                      

Shampoo & Blow-Dry with Glass of Bubbly $60*  
Additional charge for hair below shoulders.*                            
Available Most Days.

 

New! Joyaux Atlantique Ritual                      

A delicious veil of fresh rose and lily meet 

spirited fruity notes of pear and citrus over 

vanilla as exfoliating pink sand grains and 

quartz produce smooth, radiant skin. 

Precious algae crème is paired with ocean-

like rolling movements as 100% natural 

rock crystal massage gemstones recharge 

mind and body with positive energy 

producing a lighter, balanced well-being.                                                                       
80 Minutes $229 

                                                                                                                                                                                              

Precious Algae Olivine Bath                                                

Rich in magnesium, this energizing and toning balm transforms into a moisturizing semi-precious stone 

milk bath that promises to relax and clear the mind. Includes hydrating eye mask and fruit and cheese 

plate when reserved 24 hours in advance. Weekdays Only.                                                                                           
Soak-$79 with Purchase of 50 Minute Spa Treatment / Couple’s Soak- $129 with Purchase of Two Treatments  

                                                                                                                                                                                                        

Pink Sand Pedicure & Manicure                                                                                                                                           

This luxurious experience features the aroma of fresh sea spray, a creamy micronized algae milk bath 

enriched with gold and precious metals to envelop skin with hydration; and an airy, floral-sunny scented 

pink sand scrub featuring coral sand and white quartz crystals inspired by the white sands of Siesta Key, 

FL. and the Bahamian pink sands. A precious algae massage with marine gemstones relaxes and restores 

vital energy stores preparing you for your next adventure along Fort Lauderdale Beach.                                            
50 Minute Manicure $55 / 50 Minute Pedicure $70 / Nail Package $125                                                                     

All promotional prices listed include 20% service discount and mandatory gratuity for service providers. Offers may 

not be shared between guests (except couple’s soak), must be used during a single visit and may not be combined 

with other discounts or paid with third-party gift cards. Must mention offer when making reservations.       

        Located 1st Floor, South Tower / FortLauderdaleBeachSpa.com / 954.245.3040 


